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ABSTRACf

This study describes Native lands in southeast Alaska and discusses the market value
of these lands. The study was mandated by section 501(c) of the Tongass Timber Reform
Act of 1990, to assess the feasibility of Forest Service acquisition of significantly harvested
lands. During the course of the study, neither the Forest Service nor any Native
corporations indicated either a specific or a general interest in such acquisitions; thus the
study focuses on providing general background information about Native lands and their
market value.
There are thirteen southeast Alaska Native corporations--twelve village corporations
and one regional corporation (Sealaska Corporation). These corporations account for
almost all privately owned timberland in southeast Alaska. Together the corporations own
about 518,000 acres of land, of which about 450,000 acres (88 percent) are timberland.
Timber harvesting began in 1979, and as of 1990 about 3300 MMBF had been harvested.
Although comprehensive data are not available, a rough estimate of total harvested area
is 180,000 acres, or about 55 percent of village corporation lands and about 11 percent of
Sealaska corporation lands.
The value of remote lands in southeast Alaska may range from as high as
$15,000/acre (for lands with high volumes of standing timber and low harvest costs, or small
parcels with exceptionally favorable locations for remote cabins) to as little as $100/acre
for harvested timberland or non-forest land. Long rotations make the present value of
future timber harvests from new regeneration small. Any proposed land acquisitions would
require specific appraisals to evaluate timber volume and quality, access, and scenic
characteristics, all of which significantly affect market value.
A major problem in estimating market values for harvested timberland in southeast
Alaska is that no sales of large tracts of harvested or unharvested lands have occurred.
Large tracts might command significantly lower per-acre prices than have occurred in the
past for small tracts.
Appendixes to the report include maps showing the boundaries of Native timber
lands and areas of significant timber harvesting; aerial photographs; and other detailed data.
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I. INTRODUCITON
Purpose of the Study

Section 501(c) of the Tongass Timber Reform Act (1990), "Potential Acquisition of
Previously Harvested Lands," calls for a study of the feasibility of acquiring private lands
located within the boundary of the Tongass National Forest:
(a) No later than one year after the date of enactment of this Act, the
Secretary shall complete a study regarding the feasibility of acquiring private
lands located within the boundary of the Tongass National Forest, which have
been significantly harvested. Such study shall include, but not be limited to:
(1) a description of such lands;
(2) a status reporl regarding the ownership of such lands;
(3) an assessment of the suitability of such lands for future timber
management, including potential timber production;
(4) an assessment of other present and future resource values associated
with such lands; and
(5) an estimate of the cost of acquiring such lands.
(b) Upon completion of the study, the Secretary shall transmit it to the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate and Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of Representatives.

In order to respond to the congressional mandate in Section 501( c), the Forest
Service contracted with the University of Alaska Institute of Social and Economic Research
to carry out this study.
Harvested private timberlands in southeast Alaska consist almost entirely of lands
conveyed to the thirteen southeast Alaska Native corporations established by the 1971
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). For this reason, the study focuses
throughout on Native lands, as is reflected in the title of the study.
Under ANCSA, the southeast Alaska Native corporations were entitled to select
about 550,000 acres of land from the Tongass National Forest. About 94 percent of these
lands have been conveyed to Native corporations, with most land conveyances occurring in
1979 and 1980.
Most Native corporations began timber harvesting operations shortly after receiving
title to their lands, and many of the corporations have now harvested most of their
merchantable timber. In a 1989 report for the Forest Service, Native Timber Harvests in
Southeast Alaska (Knapp 1991), I described Native corporation timber inventories and the
outlook for future timber supply from these lands.
On several occasions, the Forest Service has re-acquired lands which had previously
been conveyed to Native corporations under ANCSA. Some of these acquisitions resulted
from trades of Forest Service lands for Native lands, so that the total area of Native lands
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remained approximately the same. One acquisition resulted from a purchase of Native
lands by the federal government. Most of the acquisitions were directed by congressional
legislation. The purposes of these trades and acquisitions varied, and included resolution
of environmental conflicts as well as addressing problems faced by Native corporations.
During the debate over the Tongass Timber Reform Act, several additional
purchases or trades of Native lands were considered. No provisions for trades or purchases
were included in the act, although one of these proposed trades, of Goldbelt lands near
Juneau for Forest Service lands near Hobart Bay, is currently being negotiated
administratively by the Forest Service.
In the course of this study, I invited both the Forest Service as well as all thirteen
Native corporations to identify any specific potential land acquisitions which should be
addressed by the study. Neither the Forest Service nor any Native corporation chose to
identify any such lands. The Forest Service indicated that it had no specific or general
interests in acquisition of Native lands, other than trades currently under negotiation.
Similarly, no Native corporation indicated either a specific or a general interest in selling
or trading lands to the Forest Service, other than trades currently under negotiation.
Given this lack of publicly stated interest in Forest Service acquisitions of Native
lands, I have written this study as a general background document for Congress in
considering future proposals for acquisitions of Native lands, rather than as an analysis of
specific proposed land purchases or trades. Beyond those presently under negotiation, such
acquisitions are not necessarily envisioned or likely to occur.
Organization of this Report

Chapter II describes the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and southeast Alaska
Native corporations. Chapter III describes Native corporation lands in southeast Alaska,
and several appendixes include maps and photographs of these lands. Publicly available
data on Native corporation lands are limited. In particular, no reliable comprehensive data
are publicly available on the area of commercial forest land conveyed to specific Native
corporations, or the total forest area which has been harvested by specific corporations or
on the ownership as a whole. Despite this lack of data, the information presented in
Chapter III and in Appendix F is sufficient to provide a general indication of the location
of and extent of harvesting activity on Native lands. More detailed information could and
should be obtained if and when specific land acquisitions of mutual interest to the Forest
Service and Native corporations are discussed.
Chapter IV discusses the market value of harvested timberlands in southeast Alaska,
as requested by the Forest Service contract for this study. Estimation of market value for
harvested lands is particularly difficult because no significant comparable sales of harvested
lands have occurred.
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II. SOUTHEAST ALASKA NATNE CORPORATIONS
Most private lands in southeast Alaska are owned by Native corporations created
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). This chapter reviews ANCSA
and the southeast Alaska Native corporations.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
Background
In 1971, the U.S. Government settled the aboriginal land claims of Indians, Eskimos,
and Aleuts in Alaska with passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The
Government had long acknowledged that the Native peoples in Alaska had some rights to
land in Alaska because they had lived on and used that land for thousands of years and had
never signed treaties relinquishing their rights. But for many years there was no pressing
need to define Native land rights: Alaska was a huge place with few people, the Federal
Government owned virtually all the land, and Alaska Natives had much the same access to
land that they had always had.
In 1959, Alaska became a State, and the new State Government received rights to
select more than 100 million acres. Native groups decided that the time had come to act
on their claims. Within a few years, essentially all of Alaska was under Native claim, and
in 1967 the Secretary of the Interior halted land transfers to the State Government until the
claims were settled. Soon after, in 1968, oil companies exploring on the North Slope
discovered what proved to be the largest known oil field in North America: the 10-billion
barrel Prudhoe Bay field. Development of that field and construction of a pipeline across
Alaska were also prevented by the unresolved Native land claims.
Settlement terms
The freeze on State land transfers and the huge untapped oil field put Alaska
Natives in a strong bargaining position. On December 18, 1971, ANCSA became law and
awarded Alaska Natives by far the biggest settlement ever of aboriginal claims: $1 billion
and 40 million acres. The act also gave Native villages on existing land reserves the option
of taking ownership of those lands. Several villages did so, thereby bringing total land
awarded Alaska Natives under the act to about 44 million acres.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act is a complicated law that has been
amended many times since 1971. Congressional and court battles over provisions of the act
are still going on. Below, I briefly describe the general terms of the act and the provisions
most relevant to this study.
Regional and village corporations
The claims settlement called for the establishment of Native regional and village
corporations to manage the land and money awards. These corporations--particularly the
regional corporations--were to be profit-making and thereby parlay the settlement land and
II-1

money into a healthy economic future for Alaska Natives.
Thirteen regional
corporations--12 in Alaska and 1 for Natives living outside the State--and more than 200
village corporations were formed under the act. All Natives alive on the day the act was
signed into law were to share in the settlement. Under terms of the act, eligible Natives
were defined as those able to prove that they were at least one-quarter Eskimo, Indian, or
Aleut. Each eligible Native was to receive his share of the settlement by enrolling in a
regional and a village corporation and becoming a stockholder. About 78,000 persons
ultimately enrolled under the act.
Ca~h

award

The $1 billion cash award came partly from Federal money and partly from State
Government petroleum revenues. It was paid in installments, with the final installment paid
in 1981. The payments were split roughly in half between regional and village corporations,
with the payments to individual corporations based mostly on population.
Land award

Transferring 40 million acres from Federal to Native ownership has been a slow,
complex, contentious process. At the end of 1987, Native corporations had received title to
about 88 percent of their lands.
The village corporations received surface rights to about 22 million acres. The
regional corporations received subsurface rights to the village lands. Each village
corporation received lands according to its population. In most of Alaska, the smallest
villages (those with populations of less than 100) received 69,120 acres each, or three
townships, while the largest villages (those with populations of more than 600) received
161,280 acres each, or seven townships. (A "township" is an area of six miles by six miles,
or 23,040 acres. A township contains 36 sections. A "section" is an area of one mile by one
mile, or 640 acres.)
Exceptions to this general rule were the village corporations in southeast Alaska,
which received rights to 23,040 acres each, regardless of population. They received less
land because of an earlier cash settlement of a suit brought by the Tlingit and Haida
Indians. (The $7.5 million settlement was based on the estimated worth of land used and
occupied by Natives at the time of the establishment of the Tongass National Forest in
1907) (Arnold 1976: 91, 92, 106, 107, 150; ANCSA, Section 16 (c)).
Most of the remaining 16 million acres were divided among the regional corporations
under a complicated formula based largely on land area within the region: the regions
largest in acreage got the most land, even if their populations were small. Six regional
corporations received land under this formula; the Doyon region in the interior and the
Arctic Slope region got the largest shares. Rights to regional corporation lands include both
surface and subsurface rights.
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Taxation of ANCSA lands
Under section 21(d) of ANCSA, timber and land received by Native corporations
under ANCSA that is undeveloped is exempt from State and local property taxes for 20
years after the date of enactment of ANCSA.
7(i) provision
Section 7(i) of ANCSA requires each regional corporation to distribute 70 percent
of its net revenues from timber and mineral development among the 12 Alaska-based
regional corporations (including the distributing corporation). This provision was included
in the law on the grounds that some regions would be richer in resources than others would.
Application of the revenue-sharing provision has been the subject of many disputes and
several court battles. In 1982, a Settlement Agreement was adopted by the regional
corporations that clarified procedures for 7(i) distributions. Village corporations are not
required to share their timber revenues with other corporations.
1991 provisions
The act originally said that stock in Native corporations could not be sold or seized
for most kinds of debt until 20 years after the act was passed; after 1991, Native corporate
stock was to become freely transferable. As 1991 drew closer, Native leaders worried that
when it became legal for shareholders to sell or lose their stock the corporations could go
under the control of non-Natives, and that as a result Natives would lose control of the
lands they had been awarded in settlement of their aboriginal claims.
Native groups asked Congress to extend the ban on stock sales beyond 1991. At the
end of 1987, Congress passed legislation that extends the ban on transfer of stock past 1991
but allows stockholders in each corporation the option of deciding whether to make their
stock freely transferable, subject to a vote of 50% of the stockholders. Then-President
Reagan signed this legislation in February 1988 (Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
Amendments of 1987).
The 1991 amendments also made several other significant changes to ANCSA. The
20-year exemption of undeveloped Native lands from State and local taxation was made
permanent rather than ending in 1991. If timber harvests occur, only the approximate
area where timber is being harvested is subject to taxation. After commercial harvests end,
timberland is no longer considered "developed" and is protected from taxation (Alaska
Federation of Natives 1988).
Southeast Alaska Native Corporations
Under ANCSA, Congress created 1 regional corporation for southeast Alaska,
Sealaska Corporation. Alaska Natives enrolled in Sealaska represent about 21 percent of
total Alaska Native enrollment (Sealaska Corporation 1987: 27). The act also created 10
village corporations and 2 urban corporations. The urban corporations, created for Juneau
and Sitka, were established under a different section of ANCSA. In this report, for
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simplicity, I have included the two urban corporations under the term "village corporations."
Table 11-1 summarizes the names of the villages and corporations, the number of
shareholders, and the area of their land entitlement. The total ANCSA land entitlement
of the Native corporations is about 544,000 acres, of which Sealaska Corporation is to
receive about half.
Annette Island Indian Reservation
The Annette Island Indian Reservation in southeast Alaska was established prior to
and independently of ANCSA. The Annette Island Reservation lands are not included in
the discussion of Native lands in this report.
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Table Il-l--Southeast Alaska Native Corporations

Type of
corporation

Village
or city

Number
of
shareholders•

Corporation
name

Land
entitlementb
Acres

Village
Village
Village
Village
Urban
Village
Village
Village
Village
Village
Urban
Village

Angoon
Craig
Hoonah
Hydaburg
Juneau
Kake
Kasaan
Klawock
Klukwan
Saxman
Sitka
Yakutat

Kootznoowoo, Inc.
Shaan-Seet, Inc.
Huna Totem Corp.
Haida Corp.
Goldbelt, Inc.
Kake Tribal Corp.
Kavilco, Inc.
Klawock Heenya Corp.
Klukwan, Inc.
Cape Fox Corp.
Shee-Atika, Inc.
Yak-Tat-Kwaan, Inc.

Total, village and
urban corporations
Regional

Sealaska Corporation

Total

620
317
870
563
2,722
558
119
518
250
230
1,804
392

23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040

8,963

276,480

15,388'

approx.
267,250

15,388

approx.
543,730

'Source (except for Sealaska Corporation): Hoffman 1987.
bSource: U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 1990. Region 10 Native Land
Selections Statistics as of July 1, 1990. 16 p. Unpublished table. On file with Institute of
Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive,
Anchorage, Alaska 99508. Village corporation entitlements include only those described in
Sections 14 and 16 of ANCSA; additional entitlements provided for in subsequent legislation are
not included. Sealaska entitlement is approximate: entitlement will vary depending upon
selection of 14(h)(l), 14(h)(2), 14(h)(3), and (14(h)(5) sites.
'Source: Arnold 1978: xvi. Sealaska enrollments as of June 30, 1978. Village corporation
shareholders are also Sealaska shareholders.
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III. SOUTIIEAST ALASKA NATIVE LANDS
In this chapter I describe southeast Alaska Native lands. My purpose is to provide
a general overview of the location, character, and extent of harvesting on these lands.
Because publicly available data sources for Native lands are limited, I was not able to
provide detailed resource information for individual Native corporations. However, since
most lands Native lands are not likely to be acquired by the Forest Service, a detailed
resource analysis for all Native corporation lands would serve little public purpose. If and
when specific land acquisitions are negotiated, detailed information on these lands will be
much easier to obtain.
In addition to the summary data provided in the chapter, Appendixes A-F provide
maps, photographs and additional data for Native lands. Readers interested in specific
lands should consult these appendixes for greater detail.
Native Corporation Land Selections
Land Selection Process
ANCSA directed the U.S. Government to identify specific federal lands from which
the Native corporations would select the lands which they were entitled to under the act.
These lands, known as "withdrawal lands" because they were withdrawn from other uses,
were mainly near Native villages; in instances where there was not enough available land
near a village, the Government set aside "deficiency lands" elsewhere for Native selection.
The corporations selected land from the withdrawal and deficiency lands for several reasons,
but mainly for their subsistence and other historic values and for their potential resource
wealth.
Under Section 16(b) of ANCSA, each southeast Alaska village corporation was to
select
"an area equal to 23,040 acres, which must include the township or townships
in which all or part of the Native village is located, plus, to the extent
necessary, withdrawn lands from the townships that are contiguous to or
corner on such township. All selections shall be contiguous and in reasonably
compact tracts, except as separated by bodies of water, and shall conform as
nearly as practicable to the United States Lands Survey System."
Land selections for seven of the village corporations are near the villages, as
provided for under section 16(b) of ANCSA. However, land selections for five of the
village corporations are a considerable distance from the communities. This is due in part
to restrictions within ANCSA on where selections could take place and in part to the later
provision of alternative selection areas off of Admiralty Island to resolve environmental
disputes. In addition, a several land trades have taken place between the Forest Service
and Native village corporations after the original conveyances.
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Under ANCSA and subsequent legislation, Sealaska Corporation has been entitled
to select lands not already selected by village corporations from seven "withdrawal" areas
adjacent to the Native villages of Yakutat, Hoonah, Kake, Kasaan, Hydaburg, Klukwan, and
the neighboring villages of Craig and Klawock.
The land selection process has been long, complicated and expensive. Twenty years
after the passage of ANCSA, it is still not complete. One reason for the complexity has
been the geography of southeast Alaska. Because much of the region is water, the formulas
specified in ANCSA for determining withdrawal and deficiency areas have been difficult to
apply.
The other major reason for the complexity of the process has been the conflict
between Native land selection rights and the national interest in environmental values of
certain areas of southeast Alaska, in particular on Admiralty Island. Through the political
and legal process, advocates of these environmental values have sought to restrict Native
land selections in areas which they perceived to be of national environmental significance-in particular where Native land selections were likely to lead to timber harvesting. This
has both delayed the land selection process and resulted in a different pattern of Native
land ownership than might otherwise have occurred.
To describe the full history of the land selection process, including the many legal
and legislative disputes and settlements, would require hundreds of pages. Different
observers would offer different opinions of the process and the motives of the participants,
as well as different evaluations of the outcome. For this reason, I do not attempt to
describe this process in this report. Instead, I describe the Native lands as they are at
present.
Land Conveyances to Date
As shown in Table III-1, the village corporations have been conveyed almost all of
their ANCSA land entitlements. As of July 19, 1991, village corporations had received 99
percent of their total land entitlement. Most of the conveyances took place between 1979
and 1981. As of July 19, 1991, 238,240 acres had been conveyed to Sealaska. Most of these
lands were conveyed in 1979 and 1980, although large conveyances also took place in 1986
and 1987. Appendix A provides a more detailed listing of Native land conveyances.
Estimates of Sealaska's total land entitlement range from as low as 267,250 acres
(the Forest Service's estimate, shown in Table III-1) to as high as 340,000 acres (a Sealaska
Corporation estimate [Sealaska Corporation 1987:27]). This discrepancy results in part
from different expectations for eventual land entitlements under ANCSA, Section 14(h).
Under Section 14(h), 2 million acres were set aside for conveyance of lands for cemetery
sites, historical places, and Native allotments. Lands not conveyed for these purposes are
to be allocated to the regional corporations on the basis of population. Depending on the
size of Sealaska's Section 14(h) entitlement and other factors, Sealaska is entitled to receive
between 29,000 and 102,000 acres in addition to lands received before July 19, 1990.
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Table ill-1: Land conveyances to southeast Alaska Native corporations as of Jnly 19, 1991 (a)
Net Area Conveyed
ANCSA Land
Entitlement (b)

Corporation

~

Cape Fox Corporation
Goldbelt, Inc.
Haida Corporation (d)
Huna Totem Corporation (e)
Kake Tribal Corporation
Kavi leo, Inc.
Klawock·Heenya Corporation
Ktukwan, Inc.
Kootznoowoo, Inc. (f)
Shaan-Seet, Inc. (e)
Shee·Atika, Inc. (g)
Yak·Tat·Kwaan, Inc.

Percentage of ANCSA
entitlement conveyed
Village corporations
Sealaska Corporation

(f)
(g)

23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
23,040
29,150
23,040
23,040
23,040

1980

1981

19821988

- - - - - - Acres
3,763

6,954
27.767
20,770
20,320
21,711
23,053

7,065
2,969
40
46

960

19,792
21,349
7,710

892
20,857
3,190
20,103

23,073

19891991 (c)

- 2,033

40
1,583
794
14
2,539
16,270
2,436
33

1, 738

4,656 164,724 48,937 35,804

approx.
267,250

approx.
549,840

Total

(d)
(e)

1979

- - --

282,590

Sealaska Corporation

(c)

1979

-

Total

--

1, 760 21,575
145 30,881
(5,244) 15,606
(315) 22,594
22,505
23,067
22,331
1,489 23,730
1,850 25,830
(726) 22,567
60
26,356
1,163 23,005

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total

(a)
(b)

Before

25,743

182

280,047

2,600

40,414

238,240

4,656 324,206 84,682 38,404

66,157

182 518,287

159,481

35,745

------------------------------------------------------------------------Percent

2
0

58
60

17
13

13

1

9
15

0
0

99
89

Table shows conveyances of surface estate only.
Except for Kootznoowoo, Inc., village corporation entitlements include only those described in
Sections 14 and 16 of ANCSA; additional entitlements provided for in subsequent legislation are not
included. Sealaska entitlement is approximate: entitlement witt vary depending upon selection of
14(h)(1), 14(h)(2), 14(h)(3), and (14(h)(5) sites.
Includes net changes in area recorded as conveyed after surveys and patenting of interim-conveyed
land.
The Haida Exchange Act resulted in a net loss of 5244 acres.
Net loss for 1989-91 is due to smaller area recorded in patenting of areas previously
interim-conveyed.
Section 506(a)(3-6), ANILCA granted 7,710 acres, plus entitlement to another 21,440 acres.
The Shee Atika land exchange resulted in a net gain of 60 acres.

Source: u.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 1991. Region 10 Native Land Selections Statistics
as of July 19, 1991. 16 p. Unpublished table.
On flte with Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 99508.
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Location of Native Lands
Figure III-1 shows the location of major tracts of Native lands in southeast Alaska.
The seven withdrawal areas include both village corporation and Sealaska Corporation
lands (except that Sealaska has to date not selected lands from the Yakutat withdrawal
area).
As noted above, land selections for seven of the village corporations are near the
villages. However for four of the village corporations, land selections are a considerable
distance from the communities. Most of the lands of Goldbelt, the urban corporation for
Juneau, are located at Hobart Bay, approximately 75 miles south of Juneau. In addition,
Goldbelt owns smaller parcels of land at Echo Cove north of Juneau and on the northwest
side of Douglas Island. Lands of Shee-Atika, the urban corporation for Sitka, are located
mostly on Admiralty Island, approximately 85 miles northeast of Sitka. In addition, SheeAtika owns a smaller tract of land at Katlian Bay north of Sitka. Lands of Klukwan, which
is located near the town of Haines in northern southeast Alaska, are located mostly on
Long Island, in the extreme southern part of southeast Alaska. Although Kootznoowoo,
Inc. owns about 7,700 acres near the village of Angoon on Admiralty Island, most of the
corporation's lands are located on the southeastern part of Prince of Wales Island.
Appendix B includes seventeen detailed maps showing the location of most of the
Native lands in southeast Alaska. The map numbers and titles are as follows:
1. Yak-Tat-Kwaan Lands
2. West Hoonah Withdrawal: Huna Totem and Sealaska Lands
3. East Hoonah Withdrawal: Huna Totem and Sealaska Lands
4. Shee-Atika Lands
5. Goldbelt Lands
6. Kake Withdrawal: Kake Tribal and Sealaska Lands
7. North Craig-Klawock Withdrawal: Klawock Heenya and Sealaska Lands
8. Central Craig-Klawock Withdrawal: Shaan-Seet and Klawock Heenya Lands
9. South Craig-Klawock Withdrawal: Shaan-Seet and Sealaska Lands
10. West Hydaburg-North Klukwan WithdrawaL~: Sealaska Lands
11. South Klukwan Withdrawal: Klukwan, Sealaska and Haida Lands
12. North Kasaan Withdrawal: Kavilco and Sealaska Lands
13. South Kasaan Withdrawal: Kavilco and Sealaska Lands
14. North Hydaburg Withdrawal: Haida and Sealaska Lands
15. South Hydaburg Withdrawal: Sealaska Lands
16. Kootznoowoo Lands
17. Cape Fox Lands

The maps omit three significant Native land holdings where significant Native timber
harvests are unlikely. These include Kootznoowoo lands near Angoon on Admiralty Island
(shareholders oppose harvesting these lands), Goldbelt lands at Echo Cove north of Juneau
and on the northwest side of Douglas Island (more likely to be developed as industrial or
recreational lands), and Shee-Atika lands at Katlian Bay north of Sitka (previously
harvested by the Forest Service).
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Figure III-1: Southeast Alaska Native Lands
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Note: Sealaska Corporation lands are located within all withdrawal areas except for the Yakutat withdrawal.

Sources of Information about Native Lands
The most obvious source of data on Native lands is of course the landowners.
However, most Native corporations prefer not to share information about their lands. An
invitation mailed to all thirteen corporation to provide information for this study about
harvested area received only one positive response (from Klukwan, Inc.).
Publicly available data on Native corporation lands are limited. After Native lands
were conveyed--more than a decade ago for most lands--the Forest Service discontinued
collecting most resource data for these lands or maintaining these data in Forest Service
databases. As a result, most of the GIS resource information available for Forest Service
lands on the Tongass National Forest is not available for Native lands. In particular, GIS
timber type data are not available for most Native lands, nor data on lands which have been
harvested.
Forest Service aerial photographs provide a potentially promising source for quickly
evaluating the extent of Native harvests. Appendix C provides a number of aerial
photographs of Native lands. Unfortunately, however, for most Native lands photographs
have not been taken since 1986 or earlier, and more than half of Native harvests have
occurred since that time. New photographs were taken of Prince of Wales Island during
the summer of 1991, but these were not available in time for use in this study.
Nevertheless, various data sources are available which allow for a general description
of Native lands and resources. Forest Service data collected before lands were conveyed
provide some resource information. Sealaska Corporation prepared an inventory of
southeast Alaska lands withdrawn for Native selections in 1973 (Sealaska 1973). Sealaska
Corporation also prepared a detailed resource atlas for Sealaska lands in 1982 (Sealaska
Corporation 1982). Both of these documents were available in the University of Alaska
Anchorage library. Native corporation annual reports provide additional resource
information, although annual reports are not publicly available for the smaller corporations.
In addition, I spoke with federal, state and private industry officials knowledgeable about
Native lands.
Area of Commercial Forest Land
A rough estimate of the area of commercial forest land on Native corporation lands
may be derived from data developed by the Forest Service prior to the conveyance of these
lands to the corporations. Data collected for the TLMPl inventory during the mid-1970's
suggest that approximately 88 percent of the lands conveyed to Native corporations as of
1985 were "timberland," defined as forest land producing or capable of producing more than
20 cubic feet per acre per year of wood under management" (Knapp 1991: 13).
Applying this percentage to the 1991 total conveyed area of 518,287 acres results in
an estimate of approximately 450,000 acres of timberland for the ownership as a whole.
Table Ill-2 shows estimates of the percentage of total timberland area as well as the acres
of timberland in individual volume and operability classes. Because the data sample on
which they are based is very small, the reliability of these estimates for individual volume
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Table III-2: Approximate Distribution of Lands Conveyed to Native Corporations by
Timber Volume and Operability

Operability

0-8

Volume Class (MBF/acre)
8-20
20-30
30-50

50+

Total

========================================================================================

PERCENT
OF AREA

Normal

(a)

29.8%
6.0%
0.8%

16.5%

0.1%

23.7",!
5.1%
3.0%

5.3%

31.9%

36.6%

Nonstandard

5.1%
0.2%

Inoperable
Total

0.3%

6.9%
0.2%
0.0%

82.1%
13.6%
4.3%

19.1%

7.1%

100.0%

2.2%

========================================================================================
ESTIMATED
AREA (b)

Normal
Nonstandard
Inoperable

23,106 108,310 136,225
750 23,322 27,361
380 13 '911
3,730

75,546
10,044
1,542

31 '735 374,921
794 62,271
97 19,660

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total

24,236 145,542 167,316

87,132

32,626 456,852

========================================================================================

(a) Based on approximately 5,100 points from the TLMP1 data base located on lands
owned in 1985 by private corporations. Because of relatively low number of sample
points, reliability of estimates may be low, especially for specific volume/operability
classes. Source~ Knapp 1991.
(b) Estimated by applying percentages to estimated timberland area of 456,852 acres
calculated by multiplying total area of 518,287 arres conveyed as of July 19, 1991 by
88%, or the ratio of estimated Native timberland in 1985 to total Native lands conveyed
as of 1985.
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Table 111-7: Summary of available data on commercial forest area, harvested area, harvested
volume, and outlook for future harvests on Native corporation lands
Approx.
corporation

Conw
veyed
acres a

cape Fox Corp.

21,575

corrmer.
forest
~

Approx.
harvesw
ted
acres

Approx.
harvested

MMBF

20,000b

Timber harvests on Cape Fox Corporation lands

began in 1979. Harvest of about 1,000 acres of
selection cutting is underway in Whipple Creek
area; all harvesting is scheduled for completion
by 1993.b Remaining stumpage is owned by Klukwan

Forest Products. According to an early estimate,
the total timber inventory on Cape Fox lands
conveyed under ANCSA was 360 MMBF

Corporation 1980: 10),

(Cape Fox

However, this estimate,

like many early timber inventory estimates for
Native Lands, may have overstated the volume of
harvestable timber.
Goldbelt, Inc.

30,881

19,200b

Of total conveyance to date of about 27,000
acres, about 7800 acres is inoperable or
submerchantable. In 1985, Goldbelt sold cutting
rights to approximately 80 MMBF to Klukwan, Inc.
Almost all harvesting was completed in 1991;
salvage operations may occur in 1992.b (Goldbelt,
Inc. 1990: 6, 19).
An administrative land
exchange currently under negotiation with the
Forest Service would provide Goldbelt with
approximately 2600 additional acres at Hobart Bay,
allowing logging operations to continue until
about 1995. In return, the Forest Service would
receive approximately 1151 acres of recreational
lands owned by Goldbelt at Echo Cove north of
Juneau.c

Haida Corp.

15,606

700b

A small area of harvested land has been returned
to Forest Service ownership as a result of the
Haida Land Exchange.

Huna Totem Corp.

22,594

200'

Timber harvests completed in 1987 (Huna Totem
Corporation 1988: 10).

Kake Tribal Corp.

22,505

500

A 1987 appraisal estimated that Kake Tribal
Corporation was originally conveyed an estimated
volume of 131 MMBF of Sitka Spruce, 374.2 MMBF
of Western Hemlock, and 15.3 MMBF of Yellow Cedar.
Timber harvesting began in 1979. Kake Tribal
Corporation harvested approximately 424 MMBF
through the end of 1986, and then sold its
remaining timber to Sea Laska Timber Corporation,
of which 25 MMBF was harvested in 1987 and 24 MMBF
in 1988. Harvesting was scheduled for completion
by end of 1991 (Kake Tribal Corporation 1987: 4,
20, 21; Kake Tribal Corporation 1989: 24).

Kavi Leo

23,067

15,236e
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According to an early estimate, the total timber
inventory on Kavi Leo conveyed under ANCSA was 615
MMBF (Kavi Leo, Inc. 1980: 12). However, this
estimate, Like many early timber inventory
estimates for Native lands, may have overstated
the volume of harvestable timber.
Timber
harvesting likely to be completed within two
years.

Table III-7 (continued)
ConM
veyed
Corporation

acres a

Klawock-Heenya Corp.

22,331

Approx.
corrmer.

Approx.

Approx.

harves-

harves-

forest

ted

~

acres

ted
MMBF
In

1989,

Klawock-Heenya

Corporation

had

"approximately 220 mill ion board feet remaining
at the beginning of 1989 which may or may not be
economical to harvest depending upon the market 11
(Klawock Heenya Corporation 1988: 2); this was
11 about four years of prime timber harvesting left
or about five years of harvesting second grade

timber 11 (Sealaska Shareholder 1989: 3).
18,000'

Remaining 1,000 acres of commercial forest land
will be harvested in the near future. Lands are
high-site timber growing lands. Merchantable
timber can be produced on a 50-year rotation.
Regeneration of cut-over areas is excellent.r

25,830

19,000b

Harvesting on currently-owned lands likely to end
by 1992. Negotiating with USDA Forest Service
for a land exchange, which, if successful, could
11 substantially extend tirrber supply11 (Kootznoowoo,
Inc. 1990: 4). 3000 acres of lands not yet
conveyed are expected to be harvested during the
next 6 years.b

Sealaska Corp.

238,240

26,0008

Shaan Seet, Inc.

22,567

15,000b

Shee-Atika

26,356

Klukwan, Inc.

23,730

Kootznoowoo, Inc.

19,000'

6898

A 1981 survey of 195,000 acres of Sealaska lands
reported that approximately 145,000 acres (74
percent) was commercial timberland, with an
estimated volume of 2997 MMBF (Sealaska
Corporation 1986: 37). However, this estimate,
like many early timber inventory estimates for
Native lands, may have overstated the volume of
harvestable timber.
In 1988, Sealaska
Corporat i on• s senior vice president for resource
management stated 11 under current market conditions
Sealaska has 10 to 12 years of harvesting left
. • . . If the market turns down, then the amount
of timber we can economically harvest will
shrink. 11 (Seataska shareholder 1988).
About 5000 more acres to be cut over next 5 years. b
Total acreage conveyed includes about 3000 acres
of lands at Katl ian Bay harvested prior to
conveyance.
Remaining stumpage on Admiralty
Island has been sold to Atikon. Harvests likely
to continue for 10-12 years.b (Shee-Atika 1990:
4).

Yak-Tat-Kwaan

Most merchantable timber has been harvested;
harvests likely to end within several years.

23,005

518,287

450,000

180,000

Source:
19, 1991.

3392

Harvests are likely to decline sharply by 1992
to 150 to 250 MMBF per year, and then gradually
decline further to 100 to 150 mill ion board feet
per year until the late 1990's (Knapp 1991: 43).

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 1991. Region 10 Native Land Selections Statistics as of July
16 p. Unpublished table.
On file with Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska
Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 99508,

a
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Table III-7 (continued)
b

Source: Statements by Native corporation officials to Roy Mask of the USDA Forest Service, Region 10, Tongass National

Forest land Management Planning team, surrmarized in 11 Native corporations and state of Alaska land ownership and timber
harvest activity in proximity to Tongass NF, 11 unpublished paper prepared March 1991, on file at Institute of Social and

Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 99508.
Source: statement of intent, Land exchange between the USDA Forest Service and Goldbelt, Inc., June 4, 1991.
Unpublished. On file at Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive,
Anchorage, Alaska 99508.
d

Source:

USDA Forest Service 1988:

e

Source:

Kavi leo, Inc. 1980: 12.

Chapter 3: 14; Chapter 4: 4.

Source: Letter from Robert Loiselle, Chief Executive Officer, Klukwan Forest Products, Inc., to Gunnar Knapp, August
20, 1991, on file at Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive,
Anchorage, Alaska 99508.
g Source:
h

Sealaska Corporation 1991: 40.

See discussion in text.
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Table III-8: Three estimates of harvested area on southeast Alaska Native
corporation lands as of 1991

Estimated acres harvested

MMBF harvested per acre

A

B

c

A

B

c

Sealaska (a)

26,000

26,000

26,000

26.5

26.5

26.5

Villages (b)

101,996

141,300

170,300

26.5

19.1

15.9

Total

127,996

167,300

196,300

26.5

20.3

17.3

Estimate

(a) All estimates based on harvest volume and area reported in
Sealaska 1991: 40.
(b) Estimate A based on estimated harvest volume from Table III-6
and assumption that village corporation MMBFjacre was the same as
calculated for Sealaska. Estimates B and C based on reported
harvest areas in Table III-7 as well as author's low and high
assumptions, respectively, for harvested area for village
corporations for which data were not available.
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areas are often very large. In many cases, all merchantable timber within a given drainage
has been removed.
Appendix F presents the same maps of Native lands as Appendix B, with areas of
significant timber harvesting indicated by diagonal lines. These areas are only approximate;
not all timber within these areas has necessarily been harvested, and timber harvests may
have occurred in other areas not indicated on the maps. Information on the location of
significant timber harvests was obtained primarily from aerial photographs and from Forest
Service and Alaska Division of Forestry personnel familiar with the areas. The maps were
included to provide a general indication of the extent of harvesting activity on different
Native lands, and do not provide a reliable basis for estimation of the area, volume or
intensity of harvests, or the inventory of unharvested timber.
The maps in Appendix F do show, however, that extensive harvesting activity has
occurred on the lands of most village corporations. In contrast, significant harvesting has
not yet occurred on Sealaska lands in a number of areas. These include the south CraigKlawock withdrawal (map 9), the south Klukwan withdrawal (map 11), the north Kasaan
withdrawal (map 12), and the south Hydaburg withdrawal (map 15).
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IV. 1HE MARKET VALUE OF HARVESTED NATIVE lANDS
The Tongass Timber Reform Act mandated that this study provide "an estimate of
the cost of acquiring" significantly harvested private lands located within the Tongass
National Forest. The Forest Service contract for this report requested "a per acre range
of estimated market value for harvested commercial forest land (CFL) acres, not harvested
CFL acres, and non CFL acres, which may vary by location or other factors within southeast
Alaska."
In this chapter I define "market value" and develop estimates of the range of market
values for different kinds of land in southeast Alaska. These estimates do not constitute an
appraisal of the value of Native lands. Appraisals are undertaken for specifically defined
properties using specific appraisal standards. The discussion in this chapter provides a general
indication of the range of market values which might result from appraisals of specific parcels
of harvested timberlands in southeast Alaska.
The discussion in this chapter relates only to the market value of surface estate. In
some cases, surface estate may have a high market value because of the access that it
provides for the development of subsurface estate, or as a site for such development. This
kind of value is very location-specific and is not considered in this chapter.
Despite rigorous professional standards for appraisers, the estimation of market value
is a complex task which ultimately remains an art requiring the exercise of personal
judgment on the part of the appraiser. Appraisers sometimes differ substantially in their
opinions of market value. For these reasons, the appraisal process usually has provisions
for review appraisers. As will be discussed in this chapter, for several reasons, the
estimation of market value for harvested lands in southeast Alaska is a particularly difficult
task in appraisal, requiring even greater than usual exercise of personal judgment. The
analysis in this chapter reflects my own best professional judgment, incorporating both my
professional background as a resource economist as well as reading in appraisal theory and
methodology and discussions with Alaska appraisers in the course of this study. However,
it should be expected that others in and outside of the appraisal profession may differ with
some of the methodology and conclusions--as would be the case no matter who had
prepared this study. Similar lack of unanimity has been the case with other appraisals of
remote lands in Alaska, and should also be expected in the event of actual appraisals of
specific parcels of Native lands in connection with potential future federal land acquisitions.
Methodology
The Definition of "Market Value"
The appraisal profession has developed very specific definitions for the term "market
value." The definition used by the federal government for land acquisition appraisals reads
as follows (Interagency Land Acquisition Conference 1973: 3):
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"Fair market value" is defined as "the amount in cash, or on terms reasonably
equivalent to cash, for which in all probability the property would be sold by
a knowledgeable owner willing but not obligated to sell to a knowledgeable
purchaser who desired but is not obligated to buy. In ascertaining that figure,
consideration should be given to all matters that might be brought forward
and reasonably be given substantial weight in bargaining by persons of
ordinary prudence, but no consideration whatever should be given to matters
not affecting market value."
Land Use

A~sumptions

Land has a variety of potential uses. Appraisals are based on the value of land in
its highest and best use, or "the reasonably probable and legal use of ... land ... which is
physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and results in the highest
value" (American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers 1987: 42). In theory appraisals
examine the value of land in all possible uses, with the market value being the highest value
among these uses. In practice, usually value in only one or several uses needs to be
considered, because the highest valued uses are well known. In this report, I consider the
value of remote land in southeast Alaska in several broadly defined uses:
Timber production
Harvests of standing timber ("current timber harvests")
Future harvests of regeneration on cutover lands ("future timber harvests")
Uses other than timber production
Remote recreation
Remote undeveloped
Remote conservation
Remote commercial and industrial
Non-remote uses
Control of access
I first discuss the value of lands used solely for timber production, and then the value of
lands in uses other than, or in addition to, timber production.

Methods of Estimating Market Value
The two standard techniques for valuing land without improvements are the sales
comparison approach and the income capitalization approach. The sales comparison
approach is based on comparison of the property to similar properties that have been sold
recently or for which offers to purchase have been made, adjusting for differences in
characteristics of the properties. The income capitalization approach is based on
capitalizing or discounting the potential future income which could be derived from the
property.
In theory, buyers also use both a sales comparison and an income capitalization
approach in making purchase decisions. Buyers try not to pay more for a property than
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other buyers are paying for other, similar properties. At the same time, buyers presumably
also ground their purchase in some estimate of the actual cash income which the property
will generate (for example, from timber sales or rentals) as well as the imputed value of
non-monetary benefits they will derive from the property such as the enjoyment from a
remote cabin. Even a speculative buyer also uses an implicit sales comparison and income
capitalization approach, betting that a future buyer will consider the property competitively
priced with other properties and will consider the monetary and non-monetary benefits
worth the price.
The sales comparison approach is considered the preferred method for estimating
market value since it is based on actual transactions between buyers and sellers, and can
best reveal how buyers and sellers evaluate factors such as non-cash benefits and risk.
However, the sales comparison approach often requires at least some use of the income
capitalization approach in order to adjust for differences between characteristics of the
properties.
In this study, since no comparable sales of harvested timberland are available for
which the intended use was clearly primarily timberland, I use an income-capitalization
approach for estimating the value of harvested land used as timberland. I compare these
estimates with estimated market values for harvested timberland in Oregon and
Washington. For other land uses I use a simplified sales comparison approach to discuss
the range of values associated with these uses and factors which affect per acre values.
Comparable Sales Data
A major--indeed overriding--problem in estimating a range of values for forest land
in southeast Alaska is that few sales of large tracts of land have occurred at all in southeast
Alaska, much less for harvested timberland. The Forest Service's appraiser for Region 10
in Alaska stated that he was unaware of any large tract of industrial forest land--land for
which timber production is the highest and best use--which had been sold for market value
in southeast Alaska. Although there have been sales of commercial forest land, the price
in these sales has been based on value in other uses, in particular remote recreation, which
is influenced strongly by marine frontage.'
A number of sales have taken place in southeast Alaska of lands with intended uses
other than as timberland, in particular remote recreation. I obtained a small sample of
representative sales data for lands in other uses from Charles Horan, a Member of the
Appraisal Institute (MAI) with the firm of Horan, Corak and Company in Sitka, Alaska,
who has had many years of experience in appraisal in southeast Alaska. These data are
summarized in Table IV-6.

'Footnote: Personal communication, July 26, 1991, Fred Low, USDA Forest Service,
Alaska Region, Region 10.
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Market Value of Lands Used for Timber Production
In this section I discuss the market value of southeast Alaska timberland used solely
for timber production, and not considering other uses such as remote recreation. Since
these uses are not mutually exclusive, later in the chapter I discuss how other uses may
affect the market value of timberland.
Estimating the market value of timberland used solely for timber production poses
a special set of problems in appraisal theory and practice, because of the very long periods
of time associated with growing timber. If timber stands are young, and especially if the
land has just been harvested, it may be many decades before any income is realized from
timber sales. Applying even small discount rates over such long periods of time greatly
reduces the present value of this future income. For example, $100 of income received 40
years in the future has a present value of only $30.66 if discounted at 3%; $14.20 if
discounted at 5%; $6.67 if discounted at 7%; and $3.18 if discounted at 9%.
For this reason, usually the most significant component of value of timberland is
standing timber. In southeast Alaska, even on "significantly harvested" timberland, the
major component of timber value may derive from remaining unharvested timber rather
than from future harvests of timber which has only recently regenerated.
Value of Standing Timber
An income-capitalization approach is appropriate for valuing standing timber, since
most purchases of standing timber are based on the buyers' estimates of the income which
could be earned from harvesting the timber. In southeast Alaska, the income which can
be earned from harvesting standing timber varies depending upon timber prices, stand
volume, and harvest costs. Because timber volumes and harvest costs vary widely, the value
of standing timber also varies widely.
In southeast Alaska, the net volume of a merchantable timber stand might typically
be between 25 and 50 thousand board feet (MBF) per acre. Average sawlog prices for
export logs in recent years have ranged from as low as $300/MBF to as high as $800/MBF
(Table IV-1). A major component of timber value is Jog grade. Export markets, in
particular, may pay premium prices for certain types of logs. A high-grade Sitka spruce log
may bring $2800/MBF as compared to $300/MBF for a medium grade and $150/MBF for
a pulp grade.'
To obtain the net value of standing timber, harvest costs must be subtracted.
Harvest costs include logging costs, haulage costs, and costs of construction of roads and
log transfer facilities. These vary widely depending upon factors such as timber stocking,
terrain, the distance the logs must be transported to port, and the extent to which roads and
log transfer facilities are already in existence.
'Personal communication, Cal Kerr, Forester, Kerr and Associates, Anchorage, Alaska,
October 31, 1991.
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Table IV -1--Average value of log exports from Alaska, by species'

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

All
Species
532.56
480.54
478.49
425.55
396.66
387.11
397.88
471.94
510.93
511.73
592.33

Hemlock
408.29
382.17
424.61
358.71
319.97
310.28
302.54
371.37
411.46
431.46
457.05

Cedar

$/MBF - - 403.03
299.38
382.78
377.45
414.68
354.70
356.44
375.44
443.01
404.27
439.35

Spruce
553.26
378.82
577.74
511.54
496.00
527.64
541.12
587.59
641. 21
620.86
781.02

'Derived
from
U.S.
Department
of
Commerce
export
statistics. The valuation definition used in the export
statistics is the value at the seaport or border port of
exportation.
Source:

Warren 1991: 29.
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Forest Service estimates of clear-cut logging costs for old-growth stands, based on
accounting records and the experience of project managers, vary from as low as $57/ acre
on stands of "normal" operability with more than 50 MBF /acre to as high as $442/ acre on
stands of "isolated" operability with 8-20 MBF/acre (USFS 1991: B-217). Helicopter
yarding costs may range up to $300/MBF with additional costs to allow for profit and risk.'
Forest Service estimates of haulage costs vary from $23/MBF to $67 /MBF. Estimates of
road and log transfer cost facilities vary widely depending upon terrain and the total logged
volume. For example, the Forest Service estimates construction costs for new roads at
$224,500 per mile, with between 6 and 12 road miles needed per 1000 acres. At an average
timber volume of 35 MBF/acre, this would imply road costs of between $38 and $76/MBF.
Lower road construction costs, lower road densities, or higher timber volumes would lower
the cost per MBF. In general, then, it appears that total harvest costs as low as $100/MBF
would be exceptional, and costs might be several times higher--up to the price of the timber
(or higher, as is the case with unprofitable logging operations).
Combining exceptionally favorable conditions of stocking of 50 MBF /acre with a net
timber value (price minus harvest costs) of $500/MBF would result in a timber value of
$25,000/acre. More typical conditions might be stocking of 35 MBF /acre with a net value
of $200/MBF, for a timber value of $7,000/acre. And if costs are sufficiently high, net
timber value falls to zero.
The Tongass Land Management Plan revision presented estimates of the "average
net willingness to pay for timber" from the Tongass National Forest, or the net value of
timber benefits per MBF, measured as log value at the mill "assessed at a middle market
over a ten-year period" minus all logging and log transportation costs (Table IV-2). Net
benefits/MBF ranged from as low as -$214.03/MBF on isolated low volume stands in the
Ketchikan area to as high as $265.40/MBF for normal operability stands on the Chatham
area. Multiplying these estimates by assumed timber volumes per acre results in estimates
of average timber value per acre ranging between -$1,284/acre to $9,554/acre.
The Tongass Land Management Plan revision also presented estimates of the net
revenue which could be earned from logging timber in each management area of the
Tongass National Forest. These estimates were developed by estimating total sawlog and
utility log revenues from harvests and subtracting estimated total costs of logging on the
specific management area. The highest estimates for net timber revenue were about $9,900
per acre. However, estimated net revenues were this high for only a few management
areas, and were much lower for most management areas. Estimated net revenues were
negative for many areas, implying that total harvest costs would exceed total revenues
(USFS 1991: B-251-B-289).
For several reasons, it is likely that the range of per acre values for standing timber
on Native lands would be higher than these Forest Service estimates. First, since Native
timber harvests are not subject to a primary processing requirement, sawlogs may command
'Personal communication, Cal Kerr, Forester, Kerr and Associates, Anchorage, Alaska,
October 31, 1991.
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Table IV-2--Estimates of value per acre of standing timber assuming Forest Service
prices and costs
Average Net Willingness
To Pay Value ($/MBF) (a)

Average Value per Acre ($/acre)

------------------------------ Assumed ------------------------------Strata
Chatham Ketchikan Stikine
MBF/acre Chatham Ketchikan
Stikine
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Strata A Normal
81.45
50.99
74.51
489
447
Opera·
bil ity

Strata B Normal
Strata c Normal
Strata D Normal
Strata A Difficult
Strata B Difficult
Strata c Difficult
Strata D Difficult
Strata A Isolated
Strata B Isolated
Strata c Isolated
Strata D Isolated

103.45
131.41
265.40
25.03
67.73
105.54
247.78
-144.23
·39.37
27.94
194.92

107.23
130.22
253.74
-15.27
74.38
103.46
230.60
·214.03
-24.15
23.18
161.18

105.74
113.81
255.22
17.23
71.78
80.88
233.19
·154.64
·30.11
·17.92
167.09

6.00
13.10
23.70
36.00
6.00
13.10
23.70
36.00
6.00
13.10
23.70
36.00

1355
3114
9554
150
887
2501
8920
-865
-516
662
7017

306
1405
3086
9135
·92
974
2452
8302
. 1284
-316
549
5802

1385
2697
9188
103
940
1917
8395
·928
·394
-425
6015

•-------•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-~w-

(a)

Source:

USOA Forest Service 1991: B-221.
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a higher price. Average log selling values are about $450-550/MBF for export, compared
with about $300/MBF as a Forest Service "pond value" for primary manufacture mills.'
Second, it is likely that harvest costs are lower on Native lands, because private
owners are not required to meet Forest Service road construction, logging and regeneration
standards. Third, as discussed in Chapter III, average timber volumes on unharvested lands
are probably higher on Native lands than on Forest Service lands.
A recent comparable is provided by the sale of University of Alaska timber at
Whipple Creek #1, just north of Ketchikan. Total net receipts to the University were
about $1.1 million over 240 acres of total land. Average net receipts per acre were
$4,583/acre for all lands or $5164/acre for forested land only. The area was slightly below
average in site and wood quality.'
In sum, per acre values for timber on unharvested commercial forest land may range
from zero to as high as perhaps $15,000 per acre. On any Native lands proposed for Forest
Service acquisition, a reliable estimate of market value would require estimating the volume
and grades of standing timber, the cost of harvesting the timber, and the likely market value
of the timber at the time of harvest.
Value of Future Timber
By "future" timber, I refer to future harvests from regeneration on harvested lands
which is not yet but which will eventually become merchantable. Since Native timber
harvests began in 1979, the oldest regeneration on Native lands is twelve years old;
regeneration on most harvested lands is younger.
Estimation of the present value of future timber income is a particularly difficult
problem in appraisal due to the uncertainty associated with the volume and net value of
harvests which will occur decades in the future, as well as the interest rate at which this
future timber income should be discounted. In the subsequent discussion, I explore the
effects of different assumptions about future timber harvests, future net value, and discount
rates.
Forest Service estimates of future timber value. Timber yield tables for regenerated
timber stands for three administrative areas of the Tongass National Forest were presented
in Appendix H of the Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Tongass Land Management Plan Revision (USFS 1991). These yields were derived from
permanent study plots and the SEAPROG yield table generation program (USFS 1991: B20,B-21).

'Personal communication, Cal Kerr, Forester, Kerr and Associates, Anchorage, Alaska,
October 31, 1991.
'Personal communication, Cal Kerr, Forester, Kerr and Associates, Anchorage, Alaska,
October 31, 1991.
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Estimates of merchantable board foot volume at stand ages from 10 to 160 are
shown in the top part of Table IV-3. In the fastest growing stand (Ketchikan area, high
site, managed) merchantable volume is projected to reach 100.3 MBF /acre after 160 years.
(In discussing the remainder of the table, I will continue to refer to this fastest-growing
stand, shown in the column furthest to the right.)
The remainder of Table IV -3 shows the effects of different assumptions about
harvest age (rotation) and discount rate on the present discounted value (PDV) per acre
of the future harvest as of the start of the new rotation, assuming that the net harvest price
is $100/MBF. The assumed price of $100/MBF is chosen for convenience: the reader may
choose his own price assumption and multiply net present value by the appropriate factor
(for example, by 4 if a net price of $400 is assumed). All prices and discount rates are
assumed to be real (inflation-adjusted) rather than nominal.
The harvest or rotation age will vary depending on whether harvest occurs at or near
the culmination of mean annual increment (as is required for Forest Service stands) or
instead at the age which maximizes the present discounted value of the stand (as a private
owner is more likely to do). In this simplistic example, maximizing net present value would
result in harvesting the timber at age 60, if the discount rate were 4 percent. (In fact, this
would not occur in reality, as the net price received for the much lower timber volume at
this age would be lower because the timber quality would be lower and harvest costs per
MBF would be higher. With a higher actual rotation age, the resulting maximum PDV
would actually be lower than shown in the table.)
By definition, harvesting at the culmination of mean annual increment always results
in a lower PDV than harvesting at the age of maximum PDV. For example, assuming a
discount rate of 4 percent, the PDV if harvests are delayed to the age of maximum annual
increment (120) is only $70, compared with a PDV of $225 if harvest occurs at age 60. sA
shown in the bottom rows of the table, the maximum present discounted value of future
timber stands is extremely sensitive to the discount rate. If the discount rate were zero
(implying no discounting) the maximum value of the timber stand would be attained by
harvesting the trees at age 160, when they have achieved their maximum volume of 100.3
MBF/acre. At a net price of $100/MBF, the value of the future timber stand would be
$10,030.
However, if the future timber stand is discounted at just 2 percent, the maximum
PDV falls to $895/acre. The Tongass Land Management Plan revision recommends using
a discount rate of 4 percent, because this rate "approximates the long-term cost of capital
in the private sector measured by the return on AAA corporate bonds after adjustment for
inflation" (USDA Forest Service 1991: B-208). Assuming a discount rate of 4 percent,
maximum PDV per acre falls to just $225 per acre.
The figures at the bottom of the right-hand column of Table IV -3, adjusted for
different assumed net prices, may be used to illustrate the effects of different price and
discount rate assumptions on the maximum present discounted value of future income from
a newly regenerated timber stand on a Ketchikan Area/high-site/managed stand. Assuming
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Table IV-3--Present value of future harvests of new regeneration in southeast Alaska,
assuming a net harvest value of $100/MBF: effects of area, site, management, rotation
and discount rate

Area

Stikine

Ketchikan

Stikine

low
low
Medium
Unmanaged Unmanaged Managed

Site
Management

Ketchikan

Stikine

Medium

High

Managed

Managed

Ketchikan

High

Managed

==============================================================================================
10
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
20
o.o
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

Merchantable board foot
volume (1000 BF) at age:

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

(a)

Maximum mean annual

0.0
0.3
0.6
1.7
4.2
8.4
13.7
18.5
23.6
28.7
33.7
38.5
43.3
47.3

0.1
0.6
1.9
4.8
9.0
14. 1
19.6
25.5
31.3
37.1
42.6
47.7
52.3
56.8

0.0
0.3
2.9
9.0
15.8
23.0
30.2
37.2
44.2
50.9
56.6
61.9
66.7
71.2

0.4
2.1
7.4
15.2
22.4
29.8
38.1
46.1
54.1
61.4
67.1
72.7
77.4
81.9

0.0
1.7
8.2
18.8
28.1
37.5
46.0
53.5
60.4
65.3
71.9
76.9
81.7
86.1

0.8
5.0
13.9
23.7
33.5
43.4
53.2
62.4
70.6
78.0
84.2
90.1
95.3
100.3

0.30

0.36

0.45

0.52

0.55

0.65

160

160

160

140

130

120

increment:

Harvest age if harvest
occurs at age of maximum
mean annual increment
Harvest age if harvest
occurs at age of maximum
present value, assuming
discount rate of:

0%
2%
4%
6%
8%

160
110
90
80
70

160
110
80
70
60

160
100
70
60
60

160
90
60
60
50

160
90
70
60
60

160
90
60
50
50

Present discounted value
of harvest if harvest
occurs at age of maximum

0%
2%
4%
6%
8%

$4,730
$199
$9
$0.4
$0.02

$5,680
$239
$11
$0.5
$0.03

$7.120
$300
$13
$0.6
$0.03

$7,270
$454
$30
$2.1
$0.15

$7.190
$548
$44
$3.7
$0.32

$7,800
$725
$70
$7.2
$0.76

mean annual increment,
assuming discount rate of:

---------------~~~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Present discounted value
of harvest if harvest
occurs at age of maximum
present value, assuming
discount rate of:

0%
2%
4%
6%
8%

$4,730
$267
$40
$8
$2

$5,680
$354
$61
$15
$5

$7,120
$513
$101
$27
$9

$8,190

$641
$144
$46
$16

$8,610
$774
$180
$57
$19

$10,030
$895
$225
$75
$30

==============================================================================================
(a)
Source:

USDA Forest Service 1991:

Appendix H.
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an optimistic discount rate of 4 percent and a net harvest price of $1000/MBF (which
would imply a significant increase in real timber values above current levels) would result
in a present discounted value of $2,250 per acre. Assuming a less optimistic discount rate
of 6 percent and a net harvest price of $500 per acre would result in a net present value
of only $375 per acre. For less productive stands, such as the Stikine area/lowsite/unmanaged stand shown in the left-hand column, a four percent discount rate and a
net harvest price of $1000 per acre would result in a net present value of only $400 per
acre, while a 6 percent discount rate and a net harvest price of $500 per acre would result
in a net present value of only $40 per acre.
The above discussion has omitted all consideration of management costs incurred
in the faster-growing "managed" stands during the several human generations during which
the stands are growing to maturity, which if considered would tend to reduce the net
present value from future timber harvests. More generally, any calculation requiring
assumptions about prices and costs generations into the future is necessarily highly
speculative.
The basic point of the above discussion is to show that at almost any positive discount
rate, long rotation periods in southeast Alaska imply a low present value of future timber
income from newly-regenerated stands. Exceptionally favorable assumptions about timber
growth, future net prices, and discount rates are required to generate present value per acres as
high as $1,000/acre. More likely assumptions result in present values of at most a few hundred
dollars per acre.

Timberland values in Washington and Oregon. Tables IV-4 and IV-5 show estimates
of timberland values in northwest Oregon and Washington for "bare land" (without
reproduction as yet) and with coniferous reproduction of different ages. The estimates
are based on analysis of 200 sales of timberland over the past several years, and are used
as a guide by Forest Service staff in making preliminary value assessments.' In the
following discussion, I refer to these value estimates as the "PNW values."
The PNW values suggest that bare land value depends substantially upon site class.
Estimated bare land values for site class I lands (the highest productivity) were more than
three times as high as for site class IV lands (the lowest productivity). Estimated bare land
values for lands with low logging costs were about 20 percent higher than for lands with
high logging costs.
Estimated reproduction land values were more than twice as high for well-stocked
lands as for poorly stocked lands. Estimated values for reproduction land increased at an
annual rate of about 6.7 percent. If, as suggested by economic theory, timberland
purchasers base land purchases on the discounted value of future timber income, this
suggests that they discount future timber income at a rate of approximately 6.7 percent.
'Personal communication, July 1991, Mark Shultz, USDA Forest Service, Regional
Appraiser for Washington and Oregon, 319 SW Pine Street, PO Box 36232, Portland,
Oregon 97208.
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Table IV-4--Estimates of Bare Land Value for Timberland in
Northwest Oregon

Site
Class

Access (a)

I
I
I
II
II
II
II
III
III
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Cost to
Log (b)

Value/
Acre

-----------------------------------------------I
Yes
Low
$400
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

$335
$270
$230
$350
$295
$240
$200
$290
$245
$200
$170
$180
$150
$120
$100

-----------------------------------------------(a) A property is classifed as having access if
there is a legal road to the property boundary.
(b) Low cost to log is less than $100/MBF;
High cost to log is more than $150/MBF.
Source: Estimates by c. Orman & R. Gilbert of
Orman & Associates, November 1990.
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Table IV-5--Estimates of Value for Timberland with Coniferous
Reproduction in Northwest Oregon and Western Washington

Age

Reproduction Class
Stocking (a)

2.5
2.5
5
5

10
10
15
15
20

w
p

w
p

w

280

p

170

w
p

w

25
25

w

30
35
35

- - $\acre
75
175
90
205
120

p

20
30

Site Class
II

p
p

w
p

w

380

235
515
325
700
450
950
Merch. Size
Merch. Size

III

70
170
80

200
110

265
155
355
210
475
290
640
400
860

545
1150

(a) P: Poor stocking with less than 150 treesjacre;
W: Well sotcked with more than 150 treesjacre.
Source: Estimates by c. Orman & R. Gilbert of
Orman & Associates, November 1990.
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What is the relevance of the PNW values for harvested timberland values in
southeast Alaska? Because Alaska management and harvest costs are higher (although
regeneration costs may be lower), we may assume that the PNW values for lands of similar
timber productivity to southeast Alaska represent an upper limit to harvested timberland
values in southeast Alaska.
The low, medium and high site indexes referred to in Table IV-3 correspond to
average site indexes of 60, 80 and 100 (this site index measure is based on the height of the
dominant tree at age 50).7 These in turn correspond roughly to site productivity classes 5,
4 and 3 or 2.'
The data in Tables IV-4 and IV-5 suggest that if expected costs and prices were the
same in Alaska as in Washington and Oregon, the market value of bare timberland of
comparable productivity (considering only timber production values) would be about
$295/acre on the most favorable lands (assuming site class 2, high cost to log, with access).
On medium site index Alaska lands, corresponding to site class 4, the bare land value would
range from $180 (low cost, with access) to $100 (high cost, without access).
In fact, expected costs in Alaska are likely to be higher than in Washington or
Oregon, although I did not attempt to estimate how much higher. This suggests that if
purchasers of timberland were to buy recently harvested lands in Alaska for their timber
production potential alone, the bare land value would be even less than Washington and
Oregon--in any case, not more than a few hundred dollars per acre, and possibly less than
$100 per acre. This result is similar to that derived from estimating the present discounted
value from future harvests (suggesting that timberland purchasers in Washington and
Oregon may be going through this exercise in buying cutover timberland). Unfortunately,
there are no comparable sales in southeast Alaska of recently cutover forest land for the
purpose of industrial forestry with which to test this conclusion.
In sum, per-acre values for harvested commercial forest land in southeast Alaska, if
purchased for timber production only, would likely be in the range of several hundred dollars
'Personal communication, August 27, 1991, Bill Wilson, Timber Planner, USDA Forest
Service, Alaska Region, Region 10, P.O. Box 21628, Juneau, AK 99802-1628.
'Site productivity class corresponds to site index (50 year base, Farr-SS) as follows:
site class
2
3

4
5

Cubic feet/acre/year
165-224
120-164
85-119
50-84

Site index
99-115
83-98
69-82
55-68

Source: "Silviculture information data base structure: info and oracle environment and
oracle views. October 26, 1990. Unpublished Forest Service draft manual. On file at
Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211
Providence Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 99508. Page 26.
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per acre on high quality sites to only a few dollars per acre on areas of low productivity or
expected high costs.
Market Value of Lands for Uses Other than Timber Production
Table IV-6 presents sales price information and brief descriptions for 19 properties
sold or offered for sale in southeast Alaska in recent years. These sales are representative
of the kinds of remote properties offered for sale in southeast Alaska as well as the prices
at which these sales take place.
The price per acre in these sales ranged from more than $16,000 per acre to less
than $500/acre. In general, the per acre price for larger properties is much lower than for
smaller parcels. For all but one of the sales of properties larger than 100 acres, the per
acre price was less than $2000 per acre. Prices for tracts of less than 20 acres in size
commanded prices several times higher.
Remote Recreation Uses
In most of these sales, the eventual intended use may be described as "remote
recreation"--usually remote cabin sites accessible by road. In some cases, the buyer
intended to use an existing cabin or build a cabin on the property. In other cases, the buyer
intended to hold the property for future resale for remote recreation uses, or to subdivide
the property for this purpose.
A review of these sales, as well as discussions with experienced southeast Alaska
appraisers, indicates that specific property characteristics play an important role in
determining per acre prices for remote recreational properties. Favorable factors include
good waterfront and/or road access, a wilderness setting with attractive views, fresh water
streams, old growth timber, and gentle slopes. Negative factors include recent harvesting
of the land or adjacent lands, poor access, marshy terrain, and steep *slopes. The pricedepressing effect of timber harvesting on remote subdivision properties is evident in the
significantly lower prices for sales 8 and 9, which adjoin clear-cuts, as compared with sale
4, which does not.
In sum, depending on specific property characteristics, per acre values for remote
recreational lands may range from as low as $500 per acre (for logged-over lands such as
sales 18 and 19) to more than $10,000 per acre (for small, well-situated subdivision tracts
such as sale 4).
In work in progress for an appraisal of lands proposed to be exchanged between
Cape Fox Corporation and the state of Alaska, the Anchorage firm of Karabelnikoff &
Associates has undertaken a statistical analysis of 33 sales in southeast Alaska to examine
how specific property characteristics or attributes affect per acre price.
These
characteristics include, among others, whether or not the property has ocean frontage; the
percentage of the property which is forested; the average slope of the property, and the
total size of the property. Preliminary results suggest, for example, that all else being equal,
ocean front property commands a price about $2,700 per acre higher than non-waterfront
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Table IV -6--Sales price data for selected remote properties in southeast Alaska

Price/
Number

Acres Descri tion

~

$16,376 1989

$150,000

9

Remote site. Abandoned cannery. land rises moderately from
salt water to lake behind; site bisected with fresh water

stream.
2

$12,966 1989

$250,000

19

Heavily timbered.

No road access.

Old cannery site. No road access; stream on property.
saw potential as lodge site, cabin retreat, fuel dock.

spruce &hemlock with some second growth and muskeg.

3

4

$12,020 1986

$10,000 1990

$180,304

15

$30,000

3

\.Jaterf rent

site,

sandy

beach

with

small

rocks,

moderate terrain.
Current commercial resort;
building on adjacent site; intends expansion.

Buyer
Heavy

forested,

buyer owned

Several subdivision lots of about 3 acres in size.

Total

subdivision size 16 acres divided into six lots.
Relatively
protected moorage, old growth trees, visually appealing.
Located along well-protected cove.
5

$9,113

1987

$75,000

8

One mile from road; small stream on property. Access by boat
only; small cove; well protected, moderately sloping forested
upland. Waterfront site. Intended use as lodge.

6

$9,112

1990

$350,000

(a)

38

Remote site, boat and float plane access. One-half mile south
of logging road. Timbered, gently sloped, with rock beach. May
have about 100 MBF of commercial timber.

7

$9' 000

1989?

$180,000

(a)

20

Old mining claim with old growth timber, volume uncertain.

8

$5,000

1990

$25,000

5

Subdivision of about 21 lots approximately five acres each.
Lots are on water's edge and are timbered. Adjacent area of
about 600 acres has been logged and is crossed with logging
roads. Clear-cut is very visible, and is considered to have
significant negative visual impact and creates a lack of appeal
as a wilderness getaway.

9

$4,500

1990

$18,000

4

Parcels in eight-lot subdivision with a small strip of
waterfront footage. Sites back up to a clear cut.
Nearby
logging road system access.

10

$3,561

1981

$472,500

133

Old mining claim. Boat and floatplane access only. Purchased
for wilderness and recreational value. Moderate slope hill with
low wet areas, rocky beaches, medium timber of marginal or no
value.

11

$1,617

1989

$205,000

114

Old homestead. Has remodeled cabin and outbuildings (per acre
value based on land value after subtracting estimated cost of
buildings). Located six miles north of road system. Access by
boat or plane. Level to gently sloping marsh lands with some
timber.

12

$1,605

1987

$1,000,000

623

Limestone quarry.
Near village.

13

$1,085

1984

$370,000

341

Water access only. Protected beach. Property on steep mountain
side with merchantable timber, hydroelectric potential. Timber
value estimated at $125,000 ($367/acre).
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Substantial volume of old growth timber.

14

$1,011

1984

$270,000

267

Former m1n1ng claim. Access by float plane or boat; protected
anchorage.
Moderate to heavily timbered.
Limited lake
frontage, mostly steep slopes, some good beach. Purchased for
speculation.

15

$879

1989

$450,000

512

Abandoned limestone quarry, overgrown.
About 130 acres of
harvestable timber, 360 acres logged in 1966, and a 20 acre

lake.

Buyer intended to log timber and possibly develop

remainder in future. Buyer expected to be able to log about
2,000 MBF, and hoped to pay for the land through the logging.
Site was considered irrportant because it represented a large

contiguous ownership in an area where these types of properties
are extremely rare.
16

$934

1987

$149,500

17

$726

1989

$75,000

18

$563

1989

$90,000

19

$469

1990

$80,000

160

Remote homestead site at head of bay. 60·70% flat river bottom
Flats have wet grassy
land rising steeply on three sides.
lands, beaver ponds and patches of timber.
Intended use as
homesite subdivision.

(a)

103

Remote old minesite. One mile walk from salt water, no platted
access. Float plane access on lake several hundred yards from
property.
Moderate slope, no timber value, some muskeg.
Possible recreational cabin site.

(a)

160

River bottom, grass marsh, some timber of unknown value.
several years earlier. Access via old togging road.

logged

160

logged-over land; sloping, access via dirt logging road.
in poor condition.

Cabin

(a) Asking price.
Source: Charles Horan, MAl, Horan, Corak and Company, Sitka, Alaska.
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property. This approach represents a formal statistical procedure for a comparative sales
approach to appraisal. The detailed results of this analysis, which will be publicly available
once the appraisal is completed, will provide useful "rules of thumb" for preliminary
assessments of market value.'
Remote Undeveloped Uses
By "remote undeveloped uses" I refer to lands which have little or no potential for
either resource development or immediate or eventual development of personal recreational
facilities such as cabins. "Remote undeveloped" is in effect the residual or default use for
lands without commercial timber (or for which the costs of timber harvest exceeds the
value) and which also have no potential for remote recreation development because of
factors such as lack of access, steep slopes, frequent flooding, or high elevation. At most,
these lands may be used for recreational activities such as hunting, hiking, scenic enjoyment,
or simply the satisfaction of land ownership. "Remote undeveloped" is presumably the
highest and best use for Native lands with low timber inventories and/or located at high
elevations, in remote unroaded areas, in swampy or boggy areas, or on gravel river bottoms.
I was not able to obtain comparable sales data for land purchased solely for remote
undeveloped uses--or, put more simply, land without development potential. In general we
might expect lands without development potential to command lower per-acre prices than
lands purchased for any other uses. Lands which are difficult for individuals to actively use
are not likely to command high values per acre. This is especially the case in southeast
Alaska because very large areas of public lands are available for public recreation use. The
satisfaction of land ownership, or the remote speculative potential for future development,
might be the only reason for the purchase of such lands. In the absence of comparable
sales (which may in itself be an indication of low value), I would guess that the market
value of land in remote undeveloped uses would be at most a few hundred dollars per acre,
and in many cases less than $100 per acre.
We might ask where "remote recreation" uses end and "remote undeveloped" uses
begin. There is no clear dividing line. Lands around a remote cabin may provide a sense
of privacy and pride of ownership which diminishes in value as the distance of the lands
from the cabin or their active use diminishes. Lower per acre values for large remote lots
may reflect "remote undeveloped" prices for parts of these properties.
To say that the market value of lands without development potential is low does not
mean that these lands do not provide important benefits. A rocky mountain summit may
provide a scenic view highly appreciated by the local community or visiting tourists.
Economists have developed methods of measuring these "non-market" values or benefits.
However, if these benefits will continue to be enjoyed by the public at large regardless of
who owns the property, they will not be reflected in market value.
'Personal communication, October 31, 1991, Don Karabelnikoff, Karabelnikoff &
Associates, 4041 B Street, Suite 201, Anchorage, Alaska 99503.
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Conservation Uses
By "conservation uses" I refer to lands which do have potential for resource
development or remote recreational development, but which are purchased with the
purpose of preventing or restricting such development. Examples include lands which
provide a buffer protecting the environment of adjacent properties, such as the view from,
access to, or privacy of these properties; lands with exceptional wildlife habitat which might
be harmed by development; and lands with exceptional scenic values which might be
harmed by development.
Lands purchased for conservation uses may command high purchase prices from
individuals or organizations concerned about potential negative impacts of development.
These might include private individuals; local, state or national governments; and local or
national environmental or conservation organizations such as the Nature Conservancy.
I was not able to obtain comparable sales data for land purchases in southeast
Alaska specifically for conservation uses. In any case, the value of lands purchased for
conservation uses would have to be determined on a case by case basis. In general, the
value would be approximately the same as or slightly higher than the value these lands
would command for resource development (timber harvesting or mining) or remote
recreational, commercial, or business development. As with remote undeveloped uses, the
potential market value of lands for conservation uses is probably reduced by the large area
of lands already in public ownership which are designated for conservation uses.
Potentially high values for land with resource development potential purchased for
conservation uses should not be extrapolated to lands without resource development potential.
If by definition lands do not have potential for development, there would be little reason
for willing buyers to pay high prices to protect them from development.

In some cases, the federal government might seek to acquire Native lands for
conservation uses such as wilderness designation. However, this intended federal use does
not raise the market value of these lands above the price which would be paid by other
potential purchasers of these lands. Nor should the estimated "non-market value" or
benefits expected to be derived from intended federal uses such as wilderness influence the
estimated market value.
According to federal appraisal standards, "the appraisal should include no allowance
for enhanced or diminished value of the property attributable to or resulting from the
public use or purpose for which the land ... is to be acquired ... " (Interagency Land
Acquisition Conference 1973: 17). Federal appraisal standards cite the following from a
Supreme Court opinion (Interagency Land Acquisition Conference 1973: 17):
It is not fair that the government be required to pay the enhanced price
which its demand alone has created. That enhancement reflects elements of
the value that was created by the urgency of its need for the article. It does
not reflect what a "willing buyer would pay in cash to a willing seller" ... in a
fair market. It represents what can be extracted from the government whose
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demands in the emergency have created a sellers' market. In this situation,
as in the case of land included in a proposed project of the government, the
enhanced value reflects speculation as to what the government can be
compelled to pay. That is a hold-up value, not a fair market value. That is
a value which the government itself created and hence in fairness should not
be required to pay.
Although these appraisal standards are for estimating market value for the purpose
of compensating private owners in condemnation proceedings, in my opinion the same
principles apply to the estimation of market value for the purpose of compensating private
owners in voluntary sales to the federal government. In offering the opportunity to a
private owner to sell property to the federal government voluntarily, the federal government
is under no obligation to offer to pay more for the property than other buyers would be
willing to offer, regardless of its intended use of the land.
Remote Commercial and Industrial Uses
Sales 1 through 3 in Table IV-6, in which the buyer envisioned using the property
as a commercial lodge site, are examples of remote commercial uses. Examples of lands
with potential remote industrial uses include sites well situated for equipment storage or
log-transfer facilities. Well-situated properties for commercial and industrial uses can
command significantly higher prices than for remote recreational uses, as monetary income
from the site may be anticipated by the buyer, and the land purchase price may be a
relatively small element in the total costs of the business.
Non-Remote Uses
Some Native lands, in particular those in the immediate vicinity of the villages of
Yakutat, Hoonah, Kake, Klawock, Craig and Hydaburg, may have potential for non-remote
uses such as residential or business sites. Per-acre values for these lands depend upon real
estate market conditions within each individual community, as well as the distances of the
properties from the community, the quality of transportation access, and specific
characteristics of the site such as slope, drainage and view.
Control of Access Uses
Properties which provide or control access to valuable resources on or beneath
adjacent properties, such as timber or minerals, may command very high prices per acre.
These prices depend in part on the value of the resources to which the property controls
access, as well as the extent to which there are alternative routes of access. These prices
are very location-specific and would have to be determined in specific appraisals.
Summary: Ranges of Market Values for Native Lands
As noted earlier, the Forest Service requested that this report provide "a per acre
range of estimated market value for harvested commercial forest land (CFL) acres, not
harvested CFL acres, and non CFL acres, which may vary by location or other factors
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within southeast Alaska." Market value for each of these types of land will depend on the
highest and best use.
Below, I discuss the highest and best use of each type of land and the potential range
of market values for sales of Native lands in tract sizes comparable to those of past land
sales in southeast Alaska (up to several hundred acres). These estimates consider only
lands with the following highest and best uses:
Current timber harvests
Future timber harvests
Remote recreation
Remote undeveloped
The ranges of market values shown below do not include the potential value of lands
for which the highest and best uses would be remote conservation, remote commercial and
industrial uses, non-remote uses, or control of access uses. Lands in these uses might
command considerably higher market values per acre. However, these uses are highly
location-specific and would have to be identified in specific appraisals. They would likely
represent the highest and best uses for only a small fraction of southeast Alaska Native
lands.
Unharvested commercial forest land
For unharvested commercial forest land with high volumes per acre, the highest and
best use would usually be current timber harvests. The market value of would reflect
primarily the net value of the standing timber. Depending upon stand volume and
accessibility, the price per acre may range as high as $15,000 per acre, although it would
generally be considerably lower.
For lands with lower standing timber volumes and more favorable locations, the
highest and best use may be as remote recreational lands. Small parcels in exceptionally
favorable locations may command prices as high as $10,000 per acre or more.
Some unharvested forest lands may be so remote as to make both timber harvesting
and remote recreation development uneconomic. For these lands, the highest and best use
is as remote undeveloped lands, and the value per acre may be as low as $100 per acre.
In sum, the market value of unharvested commercial forest land may range from as
high as $15,000 per acre (for high-volume, easily accessible stands) to as low as $100 per
acre (for low-volume, inaccessible stands). Potential remote recreation sites on unharvested
commercial forest land may command values ranging from $1,000 per acre to as high as
$10,000 per acre, depending on access and other property characteristics.
Harvested commercial forest land
For favorably located harvested lands, the highest and best use may be remote
recreation. The value of harvested lands for this use is substantially lower than for
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otherwise comparable non-harvested lands, because of the negative visual impact of
clearcutting. Depending on other property characteristics, the value of harvested lands for
remote recreation may range from as high as several thousand dollars per acre to as low
as a few hundred dollars per acre.
For harvested lands not favorably located for remote recreation, the market value
may be significantly lower. The component of market value for recently harvested
timberlands derived from expected future timber income from second growth harvests is
relatively small--at most a few hundred dollars per acre except on the most favorable sites.
In sum, the market value of harvested commercial forest land may range from as
high as several thousand dollars per acre to as low as $100 per acre, depending primarily
upon access, property characteristics, and potential timber productivity.
Non-commercial forest land
Some non-commercial forest land may be well-situated for remote recreational uses
and may command prices up to $10,000 per acre or higher (for example, for ocean front
lands with good boat access). However, lands at high elevations or with difficult access may
command values of only a few hundred dollars per acre or less. For many non-commercial
forest lands, the highest and best use may be as remote undeveloped lands.
In sum, the market value of non-commercial forest land may range from as high as
$10,000 per acre (rarely) to as low as $100 per acre, depending primarily upon the
suitability of the property for remote recreational uses.
Effects of Large Tract Sizes upon Market Value
As noted above, per-acre values for uses of land other than timber production vary
not only depending upon the type of land but also upon the size of the tract. The market
value of a large tract of land is not necessarily the same as the sum of the market values
of smaller individual tracts of the same property. Per acre property values are typically
larger for small properties than for large properties.
This is partly because demand is limited. At any given time, the higher the purchase
price, the fewer the buyers willing to offer that price. If a large number of properties are
offered for sale at the same time, not all could necessarily be sold at the same price which
one or two properties might command if offered by themselves. With more properties on
the market, either the average price would be lower (if all were to be sold in a short period
of time), or the period of time required to sell the properties would be longer, which would
necessitate discounting the income derived from the sale. In addition to the effects of
limited demand, there are also substantial costs in subdividing large tracts for sale as
smaller tracts, which also result in lower per-acre values for large tracts.
Although the problem of comparability of per-acre market value for small tracts and
large tracts is always a problem in appraisal, it is particularly important in estimating the
market value of large tracts of land in Alaska. This is because both the total potential
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demand for as well as the total potential supply of private land in Alaska are very small
relative to other parts of the country with larger areas of private land, larger populations,
and better-developed transportation and access.
Total potential demand for private land in Alaska generally, and in southeast Alaska
specifically, is very thin. The total population of Alaska is tiny--approximately the same as
Vermont. The population of southeast Alaska is only about 70,000, about half of whom live
in the cities of Juneau and Ketchikan. Because there are hardly any roads, access from
population centers to most of southeast Alaska is very expensive, requiring travel by boat
or small airplane. As a result, the total potential nonindustrial demand for land--for uses
such as recreation or homesites--is very small, especially for lands located at considerable
distances from population centers. (The total potential demand for industrial uses such as
timber production may be much larger, but only at prices justified by the actual resource
income from the lands.)
Ironically, this small total potential demand for nonindustrial uses of land is more
than offset by even smaller total potential supply. The vast size of Alaska masks the tiny
area of non-Native private lands in the state. The area of all non-Native private lands was
estimated in 1985 at less than 2 million acres--or less than one-third the land area of
Vermont (Leask 1985: 10). Non-Native private lands in southeast Alaska are only a small
fraction of this area (the actual area is very difficult to determine--even estimates are not
available). Almost all of the land in southeast Alaska is owned by the federal government,
Native corporations, or the state--as can be seen from a glance at an ownership map of
southeast Alaska. Non-Native private lands--mostly minerals claims, townsites, and parcels
sold under state land disposal programs, are widely scattered. Almost all are small tracts
of at most a few hundred acres. Only a few are on the market at any given time.
The combination of limited potential demand with even more limited potential
supply has resulted in relatively high land prices for remote lands in southeast Alaska.
These high prices result primarily from the limited supply relative to demand for nonindustrial uses such as recreation and homesites, as well as the scarcity of land for siting
industrial facilities, rather than from the potential of these lands to generate resource
income.
If large tracts of Native lands--in the range of thousands of acres--were to be offered
for sale in southeast Alaska (or elsewhere in Alaska), this would have a significant effect
on total private supply. Because total potential demand for nonindustrial uses of land is
relatively small, I believe that large tracts would command substantially lower per-acre
prices from private buyers than has been the case for smaller sales which have occurred in
the past, which have been in the range of tens or hundreds of acres. The larger the tracts
of land offered for sale, the closer the prices would be to levels justified solely based on the
potential of these lands to generate resource income. For harvested timberlands, these
prices would be at most a few hundred dollars per acre.

Because, however, no such large sales have ever occurred in southeast Alaska, no
one can prove or disprove this assertion. The evidence simply does not exist on which to
base a reliable estimate of the potential price-depressing effect of sales of large tracts of
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Native lands to private buyers in southeast Alaska. In any case, however, great care should
be taken in extrapolating from the per acre values revealed by small sales to estimate the
value of large tracts of land.
Previous Forest Service Acquisitions of Native

Land~

On several occasions, the Forest Service has acquired lands which had previously
been conveyed to Native corporations under ANCSA. Most of these acquisitions involved
trades of Forest Service lands for Native lands on an acre-for-acre (as opposed to valuefor-value) basis, so that the total area of Native lands remained approximately the same.
None of these acquisitions provides insight into the market value of Native lands.
The only significant federal cash purchases of Native lands occurred as a result of
the Haida Land Exchange Act of 1986. In section 3(b) of the act, Congress offered to
purchase, for $9 million, 4, 750 acres of Haida lands on Goat Island and South Pass Islands (tract
Bon map 14). In Section 3(c) of the act, Congress offered to purchase up to 667 acres of certain
lands (tract Con map 14) at a price of $3,000 per acre. These purchase prices were established
legislatively; neither was based upon a formal appraisal.
Costs of Forest Service Acquisition of Harvested Native Lands
Market value represents what a willing and informed buyer would pay for Native
lands. However, Native corporations would not necessarily be willing to sell lands for only
this price.
Because Native corporation lands are the tangible result of the settlement of Alaska
Native land claims, they are of great importance to many Natives. These feelings towards
the land would not necessarily be shared by a "willing and informed" buyer. However,
under federal appraisal standards owner-specific benefits from land may not be considered
in appraisals of market value (Interagency Land Acquisition Conference 1973: 5):
"Market value is not affected by any special desirability to the owner by
reason of sentimental attachment for, or family, historic, or other association
with the property."
Some Native corporations might not be willing to sell their land at any price. This
is most likely to be the case for lands adjacent to Native villages, and might be less of a
factor for corporations with lands at some distance from the village.
The chief executive officer of Huna Totem Corporation wrote: "In response to your
inquiry concerning this corporation's interest in divesting any of its timber harvested
property. Please be advised Huna Totem Corporation, by Board of Directors Policy, is not
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interested under any circumstances of disposing of any of its land.""
Because of the special significance of Native lands to the corporations, many Native
corporations may be reluctant to sell land to the federal government for cash, especially at
the market value of these lands. However, some corporations might be willing or eager to
trade lands, especially if the newly acquired lands were of greater economic value to the
corporations.

10

Letter from George D. Cooper to Gunnar Knapp, August 7, 1991, on file at Institute
of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, 3211 Providence Drive,
Anchorage, Alaska 99508.
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